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H2	is	aDrac,ng	much	aDen,on	as	an	innova,ve	energy	carrier	alterna,ve	to	conven,onal	fuels.		
One	of	the	methods	to	produce	hydrogen	is	a	use	of	Al	or	its	alloys	to	reduce	H2O	to	H2	because	of	its	
efficiency,	safety,	and	environmental	friendliness.	



Size	dependence	of	reac%on	products

N	=	3−5:	No	reac,on	products

N	=	2,	6−13:	AlNO+	or	AlN(H2O)+

N	=	14−19:	both	AlNO+	and	AlN(H2O)+

selec,ve	forma,on

Under	the	const.	collision	energy	condi,on,		
whether	the	oxida,on	reac,on	proceeds	

depends	on	the	size.
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occupied molecular orbital !HOMO". The results are plotted
in Fig. 7. Note that in the atom, the valence electrons are
composed of 66% s-electrons and 33% p-electrons
(3s2 3p1). We see that with increasing cluster size the s-
content begins to decrease with a corresponding increase in
the p content. For clusters with less than 5 atoms, the HOMO
is clearly s-like while for clusters containing more than 7

atoms it is p-like. Clusters with 5#n#7 represent a region
of transition. It is in this size range that the geometry be-
comes three dimensional and is accompanied by a sudden
increase in the number of bonds and coordination number.
Thus, if we consider aluminum to be trivalent in a cluster
size where the s and p states overlap, this would make the
critical size to be n!7. Note that this is consistent with our
interpretation of the mass-ion intensity and fragmentation.
We will also show in the following that the photo detach-
ment spectra30 of Al7

" is consistent with our observation of
hybridized s and p states at this size.

To understand if this electronic structure is manifested in
the HOMO–LUMO gap, we have calculated the energy gaps
for all the neutral, cationic, and anionic clusters. The results
are presented in Figs. 8!a"–8!c". Note that a cluster with a
closed electronic shell is characterized not only by a large
HOMO–LUMO gap but also by a filled HOMO. It also ex-
hibits enhanced binding energy compared to their neighbors.
We see from Fig. 8!a" that the HOMO–LUMO gaps in neu-
tral clusters are particularly large for Al4 , Al7 , Al12 , and
Al14 . None of these clusters contain the number of valence
electrons necessary to form closed electronic shells in a jel-
lium model as described earlier. We see from Fig. 5!b" that
although the energy gain, $En

0 shows a peak for Al7 and
Al12 , it has no characteristic feature for Al4 and Al14 .

The situation is somewhat different for charged clusters.
For positively charged Al clusters %see Fig. 8!b"& conspicu-
ous peaks in the HOMO–LUMO gaps do exist for Al7

# ,
Al9

# , Al13
# , and Al15

# . The peak in Al7
# is easily understood

in the jellium model as the cluster would contain 20 valence
electrons, just enough for electronic shell closure. We see
from Fig. 5!a" that $En

# for Al7
# is large and thus the large

HOMO–LUMO gap is consistent with its enhanced stability.
No such correlation exists for Al9

# , Al13
# , and Al15

# .
For negatively charged clusters, the HOMO–LUMO gap

exhibit odd–even alteration for n'6 with odd-atom clusters
having larger HOMO–LUMO gaps than even-atom clusters
%see Fig. 8!c"&. Of particular interest are the peaks at Al13

" ,
Al7

" , and Al11
" . It is clear that Al13

" with 40 electrons can fill
the electronic shells and hence has a very large HOMO–
LUMO gap. If aluminum in Al7 can also be regarded as
mono-valent as discussed earlier, Al7

" would have 8 valence
electrons and hence its large HOMO–LUMO gap would be
consistent with electronic shell closures. Similarly Al11

" with
34 electrons also is a cluster with closed electronic shell and
hence should have a large HOMO–LUMO gap and it does.
Note that these are consistent with the relative stabilities of
these clusters as seen from the systematics in $En

" in Fig.
5!c". However, the large HOMO–LUMO gap in Al9

" , is
neither consistent with the electronic shell closure nor with
their relative stabilities. Al15

" , on the other hand, shows large
HOMO–LUMO gap which is consistent with its greater sta-
bility than Al14

" , but it does not correspond to electronic shell
closure.

E. Magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of aluminum clusters were first
studied by Cox et al.19 by measuring the deflection of these

FIG. 8. HOMO–LUMO gap of !a" neutral, !b" positively charged, and !c"
negatively charged clusters.

FIG. 7. Concentration of s and p-type electrons in the highest occupied
molecular orbital !HOMO" of aluminum clusters.
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(Rao	and	Jena,		
J.	Chem.	Phys.	111,	1890,	1999)

Size	dependence	of	the	reac%on	products
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AlN+	+		H2	→		AlN(H2O)+		−−−→			AlNO+		+		H2		
The	barrier	of	the	oxida,on	reac,on	depends	on	size.	

N	=	6,	8,	10,	11,	12:	Low	barrier	
N	=	7,	9,	13:	High	barrier

A	possible	explana,on	is	by	HOMO-LUMO	energy	gaps.

αAlN+	≈
2e2R2
ΔEHL

polarizability	of	AlN+:		

A	small	ΔEHL	causes	a	large	polarisability,	and	a	large	internal	energy	of	
[AlN(H2O)+]*.
However,	dipole–induced	dipole	interac,on	is	in	the	range	of	0.01–0.1	eV:		
this	is	generally	comparable	or	lower	than	the	ion–dipole	interac,on.



Collision-energy	dependence（N	=	11）

The	 reac,on	 proceeds	 favorably	 at	 a	 higher	 collision	
energy;	 the	 internal	 energy	 of	 the	 precursor	 complex	
[Al11(H2O)+]∗	would	be	the	driving	force	of	the	reac,on.
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Summary

AlN+	+	H2O [AlN(H2O)+]* AlNO+	+	H2

Reac,on	of	AlN+	with	H2O

The	H2	genera,on	reac,on	occurs	only	if	[AlN(H2O)+]
∗
	has	high	internal	energy.	

(M.	Arakawa,	K.	Kohara,	T.	Ito,	and	A.	Terasaki,	Eur.	Phys.	J.	D	67,	80,	2013)


